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PRIME TIME  2014-2015 SEASON
WINTER FOOTHOLDS
ONE CHANCE
CHOREOGRAPHER:                  Phillip Kapono Aiwohi-Kim  
MUSIC:                                     Small Bump by Ed Sheeran
LIGHTING DESIGNER:             Brian S. Shevelenko
DANCERS:                                 Lorenzo Acosta, Gina Cross, Angela Valdez 
VESTIGE
CHOREOGRAPHER:     Malia Wild*
MUSIC:           Plaid
LIGHTING DESIGNER:            Chikako Omoso
DANCER:        Malia Wild
 
MY JOURNEY
CHOREOGRAPHER:     Roxy Takaesu*
MUSIC:        Overture: M. Gustave H by Alexandre Desplat, 
      Code Name Vivaldi & Without  You
      by  The Piano Guys, Clarity by Daniel Jang
LIGHTING DESIGNER:     Chikako Omoso
DANCERS:     Gina Cross, Ariel Gazarian, Kaylin Infante, 
       Tiffany Johnson, Roxy Takaesu
    
LISTEN, I’LL SHOW YOU
CHOREOGRAPHER:      Terry Slaughter
LIGHTING DESIGNER:             Brian S. Shevelenko
DANCER:       Terry Slaughter
UNTITLED
CHOREOGRAPHER:      Faith Im 
MUSIC:        Classical Impromptu & Desert by Francois Rabbath
LIGHTING DESIGNER:             Brian S. Shevelenko
DANCERS:       Gina Cross, Makena Harootian, Faith Im, 
      Jenny Mair, Kanani Rose 
DARKNESS IN THE LIGHT
CHOREOGRAPHER:      Tomomi Jane Hara 
MUSIC:         Masked Ball by Jocelyn Pook
LIGHTING DESIGNER:             Falcon Aguirre
PROJECTION DESIGNER:      Kay Linan
PROJECTION MEDIA:     brainflakes.org
DANCERS:                 Phillip Kapono Aiwohi-Kim, Brittany Balanay,  
      Dixie Castillo, Kaitlin Cobb, Tomomi Jane Hara,
            Laurie Hubbs, Hunter Kaye, Izabella Ruiz-Cruz, 
         Kisore Sherreitt, Terry Slaughter, Theo Steinman,   
       Corbett J. K. Stern,  Angela Rae Valdez
VANISHED
CHOREOGRAPHER:      Laurie Hubbs
MUSIC:          Vanished by Crystal Castles
LIGHTING DESIGNER:             Chikako Omoso
DANCERS:        Lorenzo Acosta, Christian Alacantara,
       Asako Kurosawa, Kanani Rose, Terry Slaughter,  
      Corbett J. K. Stern
*In partial fulfillment of the Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree.
LIFELINE TO SOMEWHERE...
CHOREOGRAPHER:      Mareva Minerbi 
MUSIC:           Original Composition by Art Koshi
LIGHTING DESIGNER:             Falcon Aguirre
PROJECTION DESIGNER:       Mareva Minerbi
PROJECTION MEDIA:       Donna Louie
DANCERS:       Gabriel DeRego, Tomomi Jane Hara, Laurie Hubbs,  
      Mareva Minerbi (1/31), Katie Patrick, Kanani Rose, 
       Terry Slaughter, Corbett J. K. Stern, 
      Erica Wong (1/28-1/30, 2/01)
HELLO BABY 
CHOREOGRAPHERS:      Jessica Dzienkowski & Gisella West
MUSIC:         Kaboom by Ursula 1,000
LIGHTING DESIGNER:             Falcon Aguirre
DANCERS:        Jessica Dzienkowski   
ECHO
-INTERMISSION-
